TENDER 2393-2019  
UPLANDS AREA UTILITY UPGRADES  

ADDENDUM 2

This addendum shall be read in conjunction with and considered as an integral part of the Tender Contract 2393-2019. Revisions supersede the information contained in the original Tender Contract 2393-2019 or previously issued Addendum. No consideration will be allowed for any extras due to any Proponent not being familiar with the contents of this Addendum.

The following changes become effective immediately.

QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

Q2. It appears that the number of watermain tees are incorrect.  
A2. See updated Schedule of Quantities and Prices.

Q3. The water service for 3276 Emerald Drive is not shown on the drawings but states to upgrade the meter and box. Is this required?  
A3. Yes

Q4. The water service for 3299 Uplands Drive already has a touch read meter and states “upgrade to touch read”. Is this correct?  
A4. Yes the existing touch read meter for 3299 Uplands Drive is to be replaced.

Q5. Please confirm that a concrete plug is sufficient for capping/abandoning existing Asbestos Cement water and sanitary mains where shown.  
A5. Yes. See Section 3 Measurement and Payment clause 3.76.

Q6. Can you confirm that SMH4 on Adby Road is a double drop manhole?  
A6. Yes SMH4 requires a drop structure for each of the two (2) incoming pipes.

Q7. The plans for water upgrade on Uplands Drive calls for a 200mm FxFxF tee at STN 0+232.24. Should this be a HxFxF tee?  
A7. Yes this should be a HxFxF tee.

Q8. Is there a geotechnical report available for the project area?  
A8. A geotechnical report is not available.

Q9. Can you extend the submission deadline another week?  
A9. Tender close date will remain as Tuesday May 14, 2019 at 3pm.

NOTE: Submit signed copy of this Addendum 2 with your tender submission.

Date: 2019-MAY-10